Anders Indset
Global Business Philosopher
"Simplicity is the most complex thing today"

Anders Indset is one of the world's leading business philosophers. He is the co-founder of the management think tank
'ShapingWork' where he has outlined a new academic approach that combines prac cal, applicable philosophy with best
prac ces from leadership, management and execu on.

TOPICS:
Wild Knowledge
Future Perfect
Digital Mind-set
Brand & You
Change Management

LANGUAGES:
He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:
2017 Wild Knowledge - Outthink
The Revolution

IN DETAIL:
Anders states that prac cal philosophy is now necessary as the nonsense
clouding today's business world can no longer be tolerated due to advances in
technology which have created more and more transparency in our complex
world. He argues that in 10 years we will not be searching for more so ware
engineers, but for people that can bring contempla on of philosophy to the
business world. Thinkers50, the premier ranking of global business thinkers,
regarded as the "Oscars of Management Thinking" by many, has recognised
Anders on the Radar 2018 as one of 30 Global Thinkers "most likely to shape the
future of how organiza ons are managed and led". He is a visi ng guest lecturer
at leading interna onal business schools and involved with various tech start-ups.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:
Known for his unconven onal thoughts and rock star a tude Anders oﬀers a
new perspec ve on the "art of thinking" and tangible ways of how managers and
leaders can handle the current speed of change. By bridging the philosophy of
the past with the technology and science of tomorrow, he shows how leaders can
cope with the 21st century.

HOW HE PRESENTS:
Anders' unique style and combina on of visionary ideas matched with concrete
solu ons makes his gigs an inspira onal, instruc ve and relevant event for the
audience
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